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Looking for records in regards to EIU Shuttle Service operation.
 

First what student pays each semester (Spring, Summer, and Fall) for shuttle service fee in tuition all the
 

way up to shuttle service first started approximately 10 years ago?
 

Secondly, are summer students reimbursed fee since service is not available during summer? What
 

amount of revenue is left over at the end of year that has not been used by shuttle service for each year
 

of operation?
 

What happens to that revenue at the end of the year that was left over?
 

Is any of the shuttle revenue each year going to augment other personnel pay other than the shuttle
 

drivers?
 

What are shuttle drivers paid yearly?
 

Who set the Shuttle Drivers pay?
 

Did the person who set the pay look at the university civil service rate of pay information?
 

Who set the fees charged for the Shuttle service?
 

Is that person aware that the Shuttle fees are inadequate and out of date compared to other
 

Institutions?
 

Is the University aware that the Shuttle drivers barely survive on what they are paid for the year and are
 

in fact denied unemployment during layoffs because they are given a recall date?
 

How long has human resources gave employees call back dates so as not to have to pay unemployment?
 

How long has it been Human Resources has not told new hire employees that they will not be able to
 

draw unemployment during lay offs?
 

What is the cost to lease a bus each year for last two years?
 

What is the cost of fuel to operate each bus for year for last two years?
 

What is the cost of repairs to operate the bus each year for last two years?
 

Who would need to be talked to about making changes to bus service fees (student government, and/or
 

University) as well as bringing Shuttle Service Operation up to standards (adjusting for inflation) as well
 

as bringing drivers pay up to University Civil Service average ra~ 7
 
What amount of money each year is set aside for building a parking garage for buses, filters, oil changes,
 

fuel, brake jobs, and other miscellaneous operating costs?
 


